Here’s why the next time someone calls
you childish, you should take it as a compliment

TREMENDOUS TODDLERS
They see clearly.
Toddlers are bias-free. They’re openminded. And they don’t judge. For them,
everyone brings the same chance for
some fun. It makes for a very fair, open
and positive view of the world.

They live for now.
Remember when all you had to think about was
right here, right now, with no worries about what’s
coming? That’s what it’s like to be a toddler. As an
adult, we can’t escape our responsibilities. But
we can still follow their example and live for the
moment sometimes.

They have no barriers.
Often literally (just ask anyone who’s spent
ages building a LEGO® DUPLO® tower and
then watched it get demolished by a tiny hand
in milliseconds). But age, gender, cultural
background - none of these things matter to
toddlers who think all are equal.

They explore. Everything.
Not just your kitchen cupboards, dressing table and
grandma’s antique jewellery box – but life. Toddlers
are gloriously, unashamedly and unremittingly curious
about the world around them. And frustrating as that
can be when they get their hands on an open box of
breakfast cereal, it helps foster a pioneering spirit
that’s invaluable in adult life too.

They’re creative geniuses.
Where us grown-ups see chaos and
disorder, toddlers see fun and
invention. To them, every day is a
chance to create something new.

They never take themselves too seriously.
When you’re experiencing the world for the first time, it’s
a place of wonder, experimentation and play. That’s why
toddlers try new things, make mistakes and never take
life too seriously. All of us could take inspiration from
them and be a bit more playful in our daily lives.

Celebrating toddlers throughout 50 years

They are always their true self.
They may not always understand every emotion but
there’s no one better than toddlers at expressing
how they feel. Angry? Have a tantrum (especially in
the supermarket.) Happy? Cute smile or giggle.
Scared or loving? Here’s a hug. Experiencing ‘big’
feelings is great for learning empathy – something
we often forget as we get older.

They have no time for grudges.
Toddlers argue. They share their opinions
(often loudly, with actions and moisture). They
spend a few seconds thinking their playmate
is literally the worst person in the world. But
then they forget it, make up and get right back
on with things. There’s too much fun to be had
to waste time bearing grudges.

They don’t give up.
If you’ve ever tried to get a toddler to put
on their shoes, you’ll know most of them
could reduce a mule to tears. But a more
positive way to look at this is that this
determination (OK, stubbornness) helps
fuel ambition. A pretty useful skill when
you’re an adult.

They tell it like it is.
When was the last time you heard a
toddler massage the truth to save
someone’s feelings, steer clear of
anything taboo or avoid a fight? They
don’t. They’re brutally, hilariously and
inspiringly honest (except when
asked if they ate their broccoli).

